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For the purpose of this report, we have chosen an extensive 

PREFPREFACE
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EXECUTIVE    SUMMARY

In 2009, the Israeli internet economy accounted for an estimated NIS 50 
billion, or 6.4% of GDP

 1 sector accounts 

 

The internet economy is likely to reach NIS 85 billion by 2015, or 8.5% of 
GDP

 

 

 

1 ICT sector includes technologies that provide access to information through telecommunications. It is 
similar to Information Technology (IT), but focuses primarily on communication technologies. This includes 
the internet, wireless networks, cellular phones, and other communication media.
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The internet in Israel is leveraged well by both individuals and businesses 

 

 

 

The internet has the potential to contribute even more to the Israeli 
economy once certain issues are addressed
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SIZING    THE    ISRAELI    INTERNET  
ECONOMY

GDP’s  (inter)net  effects

Preface

The internet has had a substantial impact on the Israeli economy over the 
past decade, driven mainly by Israel’s large Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) sector. Looking forward, it is also seen as a key export and 
one of the main growth engines of its high-tech industry. 

. 
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Methodology

2 

3

 Private consumption:

 Investment:

 Government expenditure:

 Net exports:

2 Overall, the average proportion of ICT equipment and services attributable to the internet is in the range 
of 40-50% (depending on the category). We estimated a higher proportion allocated to software and com-
puter services than to ICT equipment / hardware.

3 Other methods to calculate GDP are the income method and the output method, both of which were 
partly used for triangulation, but not as the leading approach
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Gross Domestic Well-
Being

(See  for more details about data limitations, the underlying 
assumptions, and calculations of the internet’s contribution to GDP.)

Internet’s Share Of GDP

4

(see Exhibit 1)

5

4 “The Connected Kingdom”, the report on the UK’s internet economy

5 As a percentage of the country’s GDP
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While Israel lags the UK in consumption, its internet economy has a 
greater share of investment and net exports 

Breakdown of internet economy, 2009 
% of total GDP

1.2

3.5

0.5

Consumption 

SOURCE: Google report on UK internet economy (“The Connected Kingdom”); McKinsey report on French internet economy; McKinsey team analysis 

1 Including expenditure on access and government expenditure 

1.0

1.3

1.7

Investment  

0

-0.1

2.5

Net exports   Total   

6.4%

7.2%

3.2%1.0

1.7

2.5

E-commerce Other1

Exhibit 1

Why is Our E-commerce 
so Low

(see Exhibit 2) 

e-commerce
6 

7 
8 

6 See e-xpenditure parameter under The e3 Index

methodology chapter)

8 We have addressed the online payment of bills, which is relatively high, in the Gross Domestic Well-
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travel and tourism 

banking fees electronic 
products

grocery products 9

and others (see Exhibit 3)

10   

9 Almost all of it driven by the two leading retailers – Shufersal and Mega

10 B2B e-commerce covers a growing list of business activities, including e-procurement and online 
payments. Given the high internet usage in Israel’s business sector relative to other developed countries, 
we estimate B2B e-commerce here to be much larger than classic e-commerce. One example is the 
Israeli Government Portal (gov.il) where online payments have doubled in size in one year reaching NIS 
13 billion with the majority (~90%) attributed to business transactions.

Investment and export account for most of the Israeli internet economy 

Impact of internet on Israeli GDP, 2009
NIS b
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SOURCE: McKinsey team analysis 
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0.5

Exhibit 2

NOTE: Some amounts may not add up to the numbers shown because of rounding

6.4
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Travel, banking fees, electronic products, insurance and grocery are main 
contributors to Israeli e-commerce

SOURCE: CBS; McKinsey team analysis

Exhibit 3

Breakdown of Israeli e-commerce, 2009
NIS b

~400

Insurance

~1,550

Grocery stores

~350 Electronic products

~400

Banking fees~500

Travel & tourism

~800Others, including: 
Sports equipment
Ticketing 
Digital content
Retail
Books

100% = ~ NIS 4b
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 civilian portion of 

 defense

11 

exports and imports

11 Out of total government expenditure of ~NIS 185 billion, ~NIS 135 billion is civil and ~NIS 50 billion is 
defense
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Why is our e-commerce so low?

culture

1

respondents who cited this habit as the reason for 

price and offering

1 TNS Teleseker Ltd., 2010

Often cited is geographic reach because as a 

political 

pleasant climate

2

2 See ”Keep on(line) growing” section for analysis of future e-
commerce penetration
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Keep  on(line)  growing

(see Exhibit 4 for details on the sources of this growth) 

The internet-related economy will reach NIS ~85 billion by 2015, 
approximately 8.5% of GDP

10

13

6

19

50

11

8

5

11

35Total internet 
economy

85

Exports - Imports 30

Government 
expenditure

11

Investment 21

Consumption 21

2009

Increase by 
2015

Israel’s internet economy
NIS b % of GDP

2009 2015

1.4%

1.7%

0.8%

2.5%

2.1%

2.1%

1.2%

3.1%

6.4% 8.5%

SOURCE: CBS; Israel Accountant General; WMM Global Insights; McKinsey team analysis

Exhibit 4

NOTE: Some amounts may not add up to the numbers shown because of rounding
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Consumption on the rise

12

13

Investment follows historic growth rates

12 The UK is ~3.5%, US is ~4%, France is ~1.3%

13 Digital content here refers to music, videos, software, etc., that is paid for and downloaded online. It is 
currently small in value (~NIS 100m) but expected to double between now and 2015
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14

15

14 The Tehila Project responding to the growing need of government ministries to be connected to the 
internet is an example. Another is the gov.il site with almost NIS 7 billion of online transactions

15 Nearly half of government’s ~NIS 2.5 billion IT expenditures are for direct and indirect labor
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On  the  job

16

(see Exhibit 5)

17

16 Based on a breakdown of the ICT jobs into the different sectors and occupations, assessing the 
relevance of each to the internet and applying the appropriate factor, we reached the number of jobs which 
we consider to be part of the internet economy. This factor is higher in the computer or software-related 
positions and lower in the general technicians/engineers and production roles

17 In 2005 ICT employees earned 78% more than other employees, while in 2009 this gap increased to 
101%
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Computer services and R&D jobs accounted for two-thirds of ICT
employment growth 

SOURCE: CBS; McKinsey team analysis

Increase in number of ICT jobs
‘000

204

51

1532002

Increase 

2009

5
9

19

67

Electronic 
components 

Industrial 
equipment 

Tele-
communication 
services 

Computer 
services 
and R&D

Breakdown of ICT jobs added between 2002-2009
%

Exhibit 5

The internet has pushed Israel’s share of ICT employment ahead of other 
OECD countries 

SOURCE: OECD; CBS; McKinsey team analysis 

1995 2008

5.5

5.0

-0.5

5.8

8.6

+2.8

Israel 

OECD
average 

Share of ICT employment in business sector employment 
%

Exhibit 6
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0.10.2
0.20.20.30.30.40.40.40.5

0.50.50.60.60.6
0.8

0.9
1.1

1.2

1.9

2.4

3.4

Israel has the highest relative expenditure on civilian ICT-related R&D

SOURCE: OECD; CBS; McKinsey team analysis

Exhibit 7

Civilian R&D expenditure on ICT as percentage of GDP, 2008
%

(see Exhibit 7)

(see Exhibit 6)
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18

18 According to the Israeli National Economic Council
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An opportunity for new sectors

19

20

21

22

19 Called “Manpower-Bereshit”

20 From Manpower-Bereshit CEO Chaim Guggenheim

21 The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labor has recently announced an allocation of NIS 100 million to 
encourage ultra-Orthodox employment, promising up to NIS 1,000 per month for employers for each em-
ployee, for a period of 30 months

22 While some estimates place it at 60%, in most locations, it is in fact closer to the national average of 
80% but brought down by low internet usage among Arabs in the Negev (10-15%). 
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23

Can internet-related employment help reduce the gap in the 
Arab sector’s economic contribution?    

24

 

23 Irit Tamir, lawyer and general manager of Kav Mashveh (Equal Measure), an organization set up by the 
Manufacturers Association, quoted in http://www.globes.co.il/news/article.aspx?did=1000613569

24 Smadar Nehab, executive director of Tsofen quoted in http://www.globes.co.il/news/article.
aspx?did=1000613569 
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GROSS  DOMESTIC  WELL-BEING:
  
The  Internet’s  Contribution  Beyond  GDP

The internet provides value to consumers and society above and beyond 

are the typical measures of economic performance and living standards, it 
is worthwhile to assess the internet’s contribution to society beyond GDP, 
that is, to contemplate factors beyond the reach of traditional metrics. In 
this section we focus on the surplus captured by consumers through the 
various available internet services and we further explore the value of goods 

this search activity. In doing so, we hope to broaden the discussion of the 
internet’s role in Israeli society.
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Consumers’  additional  economic  

 

Capturing Consumer Surplus

25

26

 Communication

27

 Information services

28

25 Established in 1998, IAB Europe exists to support and promote the growth of the European digital and 
interactive marketing industry. Representing 30 National IABs and Partners across Europe and over 5,500 
companies, IAB Europe is the trade association of the European digital and interactive marketing industry.

internet service is surprisingly similar across countries. For more information see the report “Consumers 
Driving The Digital Uptake” http://iabeurope.eu/media/39559/whitepaper%20_consumerdrivingdigita-

27 For further details please see ”A Traditional Business is e-shaped” in “Business e-volves” chapter

28 www.alexa.com
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 Entertainment

 
29 

30 

(see Exhibit 8) 

29 Estimate based on the Israeli Government Portal, local authorities, and Israel Electric Corporation 

30 See sidebar “Why is our e-commerce so low?” for more detailed analysis on e-commerce in Israel
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18
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Research Online-Purchase Offline1

1 The base for the following survey results was consumers purchasing a product within selected category in the 12 months prior to interview

SOURCE: Consumer Commerce Barometer, McKinsey team analysis

A high proportion of Israelis research products online but then purchase 
offline

Exhibit 8

%
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31

32

33 

31 In 2009, Dr. Joseph Stiglitz led France’s Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance 
and Social Progress to explore the limits of GDP as an indicator of economic performance and social 
progress, and to identify additional information that might be required for the production of more-relevant 

framework for exploring the internet’s impact on society beyond what can be measured through GDP.

32 US Centers for Disease Control and the Pew Global Attitudes Project. For detailed report see http://

33 For more details on Tmurot, refer to the “Small Businesses – Huge Opportunities” in the “Business 
e-volves” chapter 
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34

iPost

material living standards 

personal activities

political 
voice and governance

security

35 

34 Although there are concerns regarding the environmental impact of the internet – e.g. related energy 

reduce the harm to the environment.

35 http://www.pmo.gov.il/PMOEng/Communication/EventsDiary/eventpress041210.htm
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BUSINESS  E-VOLVES  

How the internet is reshaping Israeli businesses

Preface

traditional industries, and this has been evident in our analysis of the impact 
of the internet on Israel’s economy. To better understand the impact of the 
internet on traditional industries, we have looked closely at three subsets 
of the Israeli economy: two traditional industries – banking and travel – and 
the small and medium businesses sector.36 All have been and continue to be 
reshaped by the internet revolution.

and consumer surplus (as described in the “Gross Domestic Well-Being” 
chapter). The impact of the internet on productivity is a complex subject 
and a topic of much research, with some showing a clear link between 
the internet and productivity. A recent study by the EU IT and Innovation 
Foundation noted that “…money spent on computing technology delivers 

investments”. While we do not intend to analyze the impact of the internet 
on productivity we will see examples of it along the stories of the three 
sectors.

While both the banking and the travel industries have seen changes in 
the way companies operate and engage customers, the bigger change 
is on the consumer side. The accessibility and availability of information 
revolutionized consumer decision-making processes. Better-informed clients 
are developing new buying behavior patterns and demand new products, 
services and capabilities, forcing companies to adapt to the new demand or 
fall behind.

For small and medium businesses, the internet offers many opportunities to 
improve operations. We see clear evidence that the internet is an enabler of 
growth for SMBs choosing to adopt it. 

36 Small and medium businesses in Israel are businesses with fewer than 100 employees and less than NIS 100M annual 
revenues
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Banking  -  a  conservative  business  is  
e-shaped
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A change in customer consumption

e

Reshaped but not replaced
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37

38

Mobile banking is next step in e-volution

37 Including related labor costs

-
perts in the country estimate that online advertising in Israel is around 15% of total advertising spend and 
value local online advertising to be $200-250M (This includes both search and display online advertising). 

value of the local spend at approximately $400M
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Travel  takes-off

ROPO is huge

39

“Why is Our e-Commerce so Low?”

39 Consumer commerce barometer survey, April 2010
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e-commerce in early stages but has high potential

(see exhibit 9)

40 

41

41 Total annual domestic spend based on industry interviews is NIS 13.5-15.5B
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Industry is still reshaping

42

42 Consumer commerce barometer survey, April 2010
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Foreigners are more active e-consumers than Israelis on El Al’s website, 
9% vs 4%, respectively
2010, $

100% =

Foreigners

Israelis 

El Al 
e-commerce 

$96m

58%

42%

El Al 
revenues

$1.6b

39%

61%

Foreign 
passengers

9%

Israeli 
passengers

4%

SOURCE:  El Al trade department

Exhibit 9

Share of e-commerce sales 
%
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Small  businesses  –  huge  opportunities

43 For the purpose 

44 

45

43 Source: “SMBs in Israel and developed countries”, The Knesset research center, 2007

44 Source: Israel CBS, Statistical abstract of Israel 2010

45 Dedicated survey of 401 small and medium businesses, performed by Geocartography, Dec. 2010. 
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The impact of internet usage on small and medium-size businesses

 Web-active: 

 Non-web:

web-active businesses 

 (see Exhibit 10)
web-active businesses as 

web-active

Web-active businesses share differs among regions and among sectors 

Region 

30

36
39

62
64

26

42

48

55

Sector1

SOURCE: Geocartography dedicated survey of 401 Israeli SMBs, December 2010 

Sharon  Center  North  Jerusalem South    Services     Infra-
structure      

Commerce       Industrial & 
manufacturing       

1 Total of 24 businesses that did not belong to any of the given four sectors were defined as “other” and had 78% web active businesses 

Average Web-
Active Share

49%

Exhibit 10
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a third of web-active

46

is either very important or mandatory

A “web of opportunities”

across geographical 
boundaries

Pe’er HaSTaM

Second Opinion

46 In this calculations self-employed and companies that do not employ were dropped, as they did not 
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Online marketing

(see 
Exhibit 11)

data management and information 
exchange

Less than 2% of SMBs accept online payments 
Share of businesses, %

All SMBs Web-active 
businesses

49%

SOURCE: Geocartography dedicated survey of 401 Israeli SMBs, December 2010

49 15 2

30%

13%

Accept online 
ordering 

Accept online 
payments 

100

Exhibit 11
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10Bis

Tmurot, which offers its students an 

internet serves as a disruptive force, reshaping industries

IMScouting

of new economic sectors
Marimedia

Stories of Nine SMBs:

Ajudaica – The journey of a shofar from Bnei Brak to Baghdad
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IMScouting – Finding the next Lionel Messi

Second opinion – Virtual clinic, Real innovation
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10Bis – 150,000 hungry customers

   

Marimedia – Opportunities in the new world
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Tmurot – The Israeli team of integrated medicine

Gamila Secret – From a Galilee village to the global market

Targetraining – physical exercise with virtual platform 

Targetraining

Eli’s Pub – The power of social networks 
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Israel – which has earned the name “the start-up nation” – has the highest 
number of start-ups in the world after the US. 47 Very well-known for its ICT 
sector as shown by its share in GDP (see GDP chapter), Israel trails only the 
US and Canada in the number of its companies listed on the NASDAQ.

These characteristics, however, do not necessarily imply that Israel is 
leading the world in its national internet connectivity. To measure the 
country’s internet connectivity and to show how Israel fares compared to 
other countries, McKinsey has developed a multi-dimensional index. The 
index may also enable us to identify best performers in each of the different 
dimensions and to learn from their experiences how to improve the position 
of Israel’s internet economy. 

47 Dan Senor and Saul Singer “Start-up Nation: The Story of Israel’s Economic Miracle”

THE  e3  INDEX:

Benchmarking  Israel’s  Internet  Performance
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Key parameters

 e-ngagement 

 e-nvironment 

 e-xpenditure

e3 index
e ngagement and e nvironment

e xpenditure

(See Exhibit 12)  index 

48 

Israel’s global performance

best on e ngagement
e nvironment

in e xpenditure
(see Exhibit 13) 

48  The original NRI was introduced in 2002 as a tool for comparing countries on factors enabling national 

additional indicators – including household broadband penetration, e-commerce turnover and online 
advertising among others – using data from the OECD 

index
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Internet bandwidth

Broadband penetration by household

Secure internet servers

Accessibility of digital content

Indicators

Weight in overall scorexx

SOURCE: Global Technology Report 2009-2010

Mobile telephone subscriptions

Broadband internet subscribers

Internet users

Extent of business internet use

Government success in ICT promotion 

Government online service index

E-participation index

Businesses with website

Businesses with broadband

Personal computers

Proportion of the population which has bought online

Online advertising expenditure

E-commerce turnover as % of total turnover

e-nvironment

40%

Index Sub-indexes 

McKinsey “e3”
index 

Pillars 

e-ngagement

Individual usage

Business usage

Government usage

40%

e-xpenditure

20%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

The McKinsey “e3” index measures Israel’s relative position 
on internet connectivity 

Exhibit 12

index
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e-nvironment

Exhibit 13

Israel overall rank: 19 out of 34 OECD countries
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e-ngagement (#14)

49

50

e-nvironment (#20)

e-nvironment

e-xpenditure (#24)

For a deeper analysis on e-commerce in Israel, see sidebar

49 TNS – Digital Life Survey 2010

50 http://www.knesset.gov.il/mmm/data/pdf/m02438.pdf

index
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POINTS  FOR  REFLECTION

 What should be done to ensure continued ICT sector growth?

 How can Israel best help SMBs to leverage the web as a growth 

engine?  

 What can Israel do to address barriers to e-commerce?  
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 What can the government do to improve its internet usage? 

 How can Israel upgrade its internet infrastructure? 

e-nvironment
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APPENDIX  

Additional  Notes  on  Methodology    

General

Availability of data is challenging in such research, particularly in measuring 

despite Israel’s recent admittance into the OECD. For example, while 
complete data on the extent of e-commerce is publicly available in Europe, 
absent a comparable source, we have calculated a bottom-up estimate 
based on household expenditure because Israel’s credit card processing 
infrastructure cannot accurately measure the value of online transactions.51

Despite the relative lack of information, Israel’s Central Bureau of Statistics 
(CBS) is by far the most professional and reliable source of information. We 

and adjustments to the internet economy, based on additional data and 
market estimates from relevant stakeholders in the business and government 
sectors. We also based our work on available data and on market estimates 
provided by numerous interviews with key players in the industry. We believe 
that the results obtained present a good proxy for the size of the internet 
economy in Israel.

We have used 2009 numbers for this report. Since the 2009 economic 
downturn had a relatively limited impact on the Israeli economy, when 
comparing 2009 data to previous years, we found them consistent with the 
trend, and believe that they present an accurate picture. 

51 Israel’s credit card processing system is based on a protocol (“Ashrait 96”) which does not allow the 
breakdown of online credit card transactions and phone transactions
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GDP 

 Consumption:

 Investment: 

 Government expenditure: 
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 Net exports: 

GDP growth

e-Commerce

Access

Investment

Government  
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Exports-Imports  

Beyond GDP-ROPO 

The e3 Index

e-ngagment, e-nvironment, and 

e-xpenditure e-ngagement 
and e-nvironment

e-xpenditure 
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Israel emerges strongest in e-ngagement, weakest in e-xpenditure, and 
average in e-nvironment

1 For these indicators data was not available on all 34 countries; rank here is extrapolated based on relative rank out of countries with available data

SOURCE: WEF Global Info. Technology Report; Forrester Research; OECD; The Internet Economy 25 years later 2010; Pyramid Tracker; McKinsey 
team analysis

e-ngagement - ranked 14

Individual engagement 

Business engagement 

Government engagement 

e-nvironment – ranked 20 

e-xpenditure - ranked 24

Online advertising expenditure 

Proportion of the population 
which has bought online 

e-commerce turnover as % of 
total turnover 

Mobile telephone subscriptions 

Personal computers 

Broadband internet subscribers 

Internet users 

Extent of business internet use 

Business with website 

Business with broadband  

Government success in ICT 
promotion 

Government online service index 

E-participation index 

9

71

16

27

6

221

41

19

15

20

Israel overall rank 
19

Internet bandwidth 
33

311

321

121

Israel overall rank 
19

Israel overall rank: 19 out of 34 OECD countries

Secure internet servers
20

Accessibility of digital content 
14

Household broadband 
penetration 

41

l

Exhibit A

e-ngagment, e-nvironment, and e-xpenditure

(For detailed results see Exhibit A) 

(For a 
description of each variable please see Exhibit B)
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e-xpenditure

SOURCE: WEF Global Info. Technology Report; McKinsey team analysis

Indicator Description

e-nvironment

Individual

Personal computers: Personal computers per 100 population
Mobile telephone subscriptions: Mobile telephone subscriptions per 100 population
Broadband internet subscribers: Total broadband internet subscribers per 100 population
Internet users: Internet users per 100 population

Business

Extent of business internet use: To what extent do companies within your country use the internet for their business 
activities? (e.g., buying and selling goods, for interacting with customers and suppliers) (1=not at all; 7=extensively) 
Businesses with website: Percent of registered businesses with a functional website
Businesses with broadband: Percent of registered businesses with access to broadband

Government

Government success in ICT promotion: How successful is the government in promoting the use of information and 
communication technologies in your country? (1 = not successful at all; 7 = extremely successful)
Government online service index: In your country, online government services such as personal tax, car registrations, 
passport applications, business permits, and e-procurement are (1=not available, 7=extensively available): This index 
assesses the quality, relevance, usefulness, and willingness of government websites for providing online information and 
participatory tools and services to the people
E-participation index: This index assesses the quality, relevance, usefulness, and willingness of government websites for 
providing online information and participatory tools and services to the people

Secure internet servers: Secure internet servers per million population 
Accessibility of digital content: In your country, how accessible is digital content (e.g. text and audiovisual content, software products) 
via multiple platforms (e.g. fixed-line internet, wireless internet, mobile network, satellite, etc.)? (1= not accessible at all; 7= widely 
accessible)
Internet bandwidth: International internet bandwidth (Mb/s) per 10,000 population
Broadband penetration by household: Percentage of household with access to broadband

Online advertising expenditure: Online advertising spend as a % of total advertising spend in country 
Proportion of population which has bought online: Online buyers as proportion of total population
E-commerce turnover as % of total turnover: Percentage of enterprises' total turnover attributed to e-commerce

e-ngagement

Exhibit B


